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How often can I hear your parents talk to children. Sometimes the phrases they pronounce, cut the
rumor. Most often, parents are incorrectly consumed verbs. Let's figure it out in this matter.

 "Dress on a hat, coat"

This phrase can be heard often. Just the parents themselves did not teach themselves to distinguish
the use of verbs "to wear" and "wear". To wear anything on yourself, but to wear someone.
Therefore, if my mother tells a son or daughter "put on a hat or a jacket", then you can ignore the
request. According to the secrets of the Russian language, the verb to wear apply with inanimate
nouns, and you can wear a toy, animals. "Just play with machine"

The words "play", "play it" can be pronounced, but it refers to a conversational style. But according
to the stylistics of the Russian language, it is better to use the verbs to "play", "play".

The fact is that part of the word "Sia or Smiling" is a return suffix, that is, turns the action on himself.
" "Girl crying

If the child asks "Why are you crying?" - This is the norm of children's speech. But adults must follow
their tongue not to look illiterate.

When the verb "cry" is hidden, the letter "K" turns into "h", as they are alternating consonants.
Therefore, it will be right - "Girl is crying." Such changes occur with some other words, so you need
to follow the speech and teach the rules of the Russian language of their children. "Pomah
grandmother"

Such a phrase also cuts hearing. Right will be "loving grandmother." It is easy to remember, the
main thing, follow the speech of your child. "Slantia from a tree, with a swing ..."

How often this phrase sounds in the playgrounds of Russia. Parents are afraid of children's safety,
so screaming loudly, not paying attention to their speech errors. There are 2 verbs in the
dictionaries: "climb", "climb". The first of them is the spacious, the second literary. Correctly speak
"Peel", "climbs" and so on.

  "He plins me"

Children, not knowing the subtleties of the Russian language, pronounce the verb incorrectly.
Instead of "pinlet" they say "shirt", "pinch." According to the rules of grammar, if the verbs end on
"P", "B", "M", "B", "F", then the form of the 3rd face. The numbers are definitely written and
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pronounced with the letter "L". For example, my goose pinlet (does not pinch!). "Mom, disregard her,
she offended me!"

It is best to scold anyone, but to find diplomatic methods for finding out relationships. It should be
known that in the literary and even colloquial language of the verb "to break" does not exist at all.
This word is invented by children. The correct option is to "scold", scold. "

How do you feel about the pronunciation errors that children allow?


